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Welcome
Last year we held our very first ever Youth Symposium, it was an 
incredible event with young people across the conservation world 

coming together to share their stories.

We're delighted to welcome you back to the zoo for our 2022 
Chester Zoo Youth Symposium.

With the rise in youth-led; movements, campaigns and integration 

into major organisations in recent years, it gives us an insight into 

the extensive possibilities, and the exciting prospects in the near 

future, for young conservationists to shape the conservation sector.

Through this event we can reflect and celebrate the innovative ways 

we have had a positive impact. Whether it be in research, politics, 

decision-making or behaviour change. It also gives us an opportunity 

to create stronger alliances and networks to build and amplify our 

messages and learn from each other. With the hopes of obtaining 

new inspiration from these shared stories, we can strive to break 

down even more barriers and be an even more prominent force in 

conservation.

With a whole host of incredible speakers, workshops and 

presentations it's certainly going to be an event to remember and we 

can't wait to welcome you all along.

Izzy Cook
Chair -Chester Zoo Youth Board



General
Our Youth symposium will be held in The Oakfield at the heart of Chester Zoo. Workshops and 

presentations will be held in multiple rooms in the building.

Youth Board members, volunteers and staff will be on hand to support throughout the event.
There will be time to explore the zoo during an extended lunch break and when traveling to and 
from the main entrance. We are a large site so would recommend wearing comfortable shoes.

The weather in November can be a little chilly so please bring a warm coat.

Getting here
By foot or bike: We really encourage green travel- it’s good for the environment and helps us in 

our mission to prevent extinction. We’ve got plenty of cycle racks at the main entrance.

By car: Our main entrance is just off the A41 / Moston Road; and we’re well signposted when 

you approach Chester, just look out for the brown signs. Once you get onto the A41, from 

whichever direction, simply stay on that road until you reach a roundabout with a large wooden 

ark on it. From there follow the signs into the zoo. Sat Navs get confused so please ignore them 

once you get onto the A41 – do not turn down Flag Lane North as it is a dead end. We have free 

onsite parking.

By Train: Our two nearest train stations are Bache and Chester City Centre.

By Bus: We have a bus stop right outside our main entrance with regular buses running from 

Chester and Liverpool. Find out more here.

When you arrive at Chester Zoo
Please arrive at the main entrance between 9.00am-9.30am so that we can get you to The

Oakfield before the first talk of the day, which starts at 10am.

Once you arrive at the main entrance please head to Adventure HQ (round building just through 

the gates). Our Youth Board members and zoo staff will be accompanying small groups through 
the zoo over to The Oakfield. If you are running late or unable to make it to the main entrance

before 09.50am please let us know by calling 01244 389789 and we can arrange to meet you

and help you get across the zoo once you have arrived.

Once you have arrived at The Oakfield we will get you registered and hand you your name

badge and welcome pack. There will be refreshments and the opportunity to sign up to
workshops and presentations.

Covid-19
We want everyone to have an amazing experience at the zoo whilst government guidelines have 

changed we still need your help to keep everyone safe. We ask that you do not visit the zoo if 
you have tested positive for coronavirus.

Please feel free to wearing a face covering in indoor spaces and being respectful of others who 

might choose to maintain extra distance.

We have hand washing and hand sanitising stations located around the zoo and in the venue.

http://www.chesterzoo.org/plan-your-visit/getting-here/travelling-by-bus-or-coach/


Point of contact
If you have any questions before the event please email learning@chesterzoo.org.

During the event, the main contacts are Sean Dick (Learning Operations Manager) and

Ed Boyd (Assistant Team Manager - Conservation Education)

A question for you…
Throughout the weekend we will be celebrating youth in conservation. We will hear 

from inspiring and passionate young speakers who will share their experiences, 

knowledge and good practices to strengthen the youth environmental movement, 

empower young people to develop solutions and take positive actions for nature. There 

will be plenty of opportunities during the symposium to discuss all things conservation. 

Head to our Youth Symposium Jamboard to add your thoughts, comments and 

questions. The Jamboard is available to add to before and during the symposium. Our 

Jamboard is an interactive digital collaboration board that doesn’t require you to sign in 

just click the link above.

mailto:learning@chesterzoo.org
https://jamboard.google.com/d/1-rnVw30KfCEBKmcAdbo-85J-FzKy_z9rFia8TTSKGzw/edit?usp=sharing


Meet our inspiring keynote speakers

Jasmine Qureshi
Jasmine (they/she), is a writer, 

Journalist, until recently a 
Researcher for the BBC

Natural History Unit and BBC 
Earth, Wildlife Film-maker, 

Ambassador for the Bumblebee 
Conservation Trust, Engagement 
Office for the youth led nature 
organisation ‘Focus On Nature’, 

Activist, Marine Biology 
graduate and Speaker/

Presenter

Sophie Pavelle
Sophie is a writer and science 

communicator. She is 
Communications and Campaigns 
Coordinator for Beaver Trust 
and presented their award-
winning documentary Beavers 

Without Borders. Her first book 
Forget Me Not: finding the 
forgotten species of climate-
change Britain is out now 

(Bloomsbury).



Loud Speaker: 
The power of young 

people's voice and how 
to use it.

Marine Conservation 
Society: Youth Ocean 

Activism

Young Governance: 
Getting Our Voices 

Heard In The 
Conservation Sector 

Workshop 1

11.15-12.15

10.15-11.00 Invited Speaker - Jasmine Qureshi 
My journey into the world of Natural History

Boardroom Dove Library

Workshop 2

 11.00-11.15 Break Garden Room

Workshop 3

10.00-10.15 Welcome - Izzy Cook - Chair CZ Youth Board

FRIDAY
#CZYouth

9.15-9.55 Registration at Oakfield
(include presentation & workshop sign up)

12.15-1.45 Lunch at Oakfield and free time in the zoo



Discussion Session

Boardroom Dove

3.30-4.15 Panel Discussion
Careers in Conservation Panel

 Jasmine Qureshi, Katie Macfarlane and Chelsie Jones

 4.15-4.30 Open speaker slot and summary of the day

4.30 Close

Library

2.45-3.10

Break 3.10 - 3.30

2.15-2.40

Library

Presentation 4

Katie Spencer: 
Chester Zoo 

Conservation Scholar

Environmental Action 
at St John Plessington

Conservation Optimism: 
Staying optimistic in the 
midst of the climate and 

ecological crises

Dove

Presentation 5

Boardroom

Presentation 6

Presentation 1

Boardroom

Olivia Maidment: 
Hedgehog Watch - 
A Citizen Science 

project

Rhiannydd Stock: 
Volunteering and 
Starting out in a 

Conservation Career

Ocean Generation: 
Who we are, what we 
do and why we do it

1.45-2.10

Dove Library

Presentation 2 Presentation 3

#CZYouth



SATURDAY
#CZYouth

9.15-9.55 Registration at The Oakfield
(include presentation & workshop sign up)

10.00-10.15 Welcome - Izzy Cook - Chair CZ Youth Board

10.15-11.00 Invited Speaker -  Sophie Pavelle
Forget Me Not: finding the forgotten species of climate-

change Britain

11.00-11.15 Break - Garden Room

Loud Speaker: 
The power of young 

people's voice and how 
to use it.

Young Governance: Getting 
Our Voices Heard In The 

Conservation Sector

Marine Conservation 
Society: Youth Ocean 

Activism

Workshop 1

Boardroom

11.15-12.15

Dove Library

Workshop 2 Workshop 3

12.15-1.45 Lunch at Oakfield and free time in the zoo



2.15-2.40

2.45-3.10

Library

Library

Presentation 4

 Kickstarting Conservation:
Chester Zoo Kickstarters 
and the Nature Recovery 

Corridor

Emma Greenwood: 
How can we speak 

truth to power? 

Transform our 
World Youth 

Ambassadors

Dove

Dove

Presentation 5

Discussion Session

Boardroom

Boardroom

Presentation 6

4.30 Close

Break 3.10-3.30

Presentation 1

Boardroom
Stella Orin: Teach the 

Future
YCA Wales - Youth 
activism: what is it & 
why is it important?

Changing the World From 
Your Bedroom: How to 

Create an Impactful 
Online Presence! 

1.45-2.10
Dove Library

Presentation 2 Presentation 3

#CZYouth

3.30-4.15 Panel Discussion
Young Governance in Conservation Panel

Shenona Mitra, Stella Orin and Robert Comley

 4.15-4.30 Open speaker slot and summary of the symposium

4.30 Close



Detailed Programme
Workshops
Friday 11 and Saturday 12 November: 11.15-12.15
Chester Zoo Youth Board - Young Governance: Getting Our Voices Heard In The 
Conservation Sector
Join our Chester Zoo Youth Board and find out more about their work, how the Youth Board was 
established and how they help the zoo to achieve it’s mission. In this workshop we will discuss 
our top tips for young governance, some of the challenges we’ve faced and what the benefits are 
for organisations investing in the power of youth.

Loud Speaker – Young People’s Voice:
Our workshops give young people vital communication skills and instil the confidence they need 
to tackle life’s challenges. This session covers the importance of speaking with passion, authority 
and authenticity.

Marine Conservation Society - Our ocean - what can we do to protect it?:
Join Katie MacFarlane, Youth Engagement officer to discuss Marine Conservation Society’s work 
and how can we – as individuals and as organisations – play our part in protecting our blue 
planet? How can we use our voice?

Presentations
Friday 11 November

Volunteering and Starting out in a Conservation Career
Rhiann Stock will share her experience on how getting involved in conservation volunteering 
offers valuable experiences for starting out in a career in conservation. Through her talk she’ll 
shed light on wildlife recording and raise the awareness of Local Record Centres in the youth 
community highlighting how just getting involved with wildlife recording will contribute to 
conservation and help build on important identification skills.  

Environmental Action at St John Plessington Catholic College
Join Samuel and Tiffany, Lead Eco Ambassadors at St John Plessington Catholic College will 
talk about how important pupil voice at their school, the impact the this has already had in 
influencing action at school. They will also discuss their plans for the coming year and the legacy 
that they plan to leave behind.

Staying optimistic in the midst of the climate and ecological crises
It can be hard to stay optimistic when learning about the climate and ecological emergency but 
there are strategies that can be used when things get tough. This talk led by Julia Migné, the 
Director of Conservation Optimism, will touch on resilience and optimism, and will take the 
audience on a deep dive exploring some of those strategies.



Detailed Programme
Presentations
Friday 11 November

Ocean Generation: Who we are, what we do and why we do it?
Join Caterina from Ocean Generation who will highlight the amazing and multifaceted “Role of 
the Ocean” providing the Oxygen we breathe and the water we drink, controlling our climate and 
weather patterns, irrigating the planet, and regulating global carbon levels. Explore 'Our Impact' 
and the challenges the Ocean faces and how we can make better decisions to protect it. 

Katie Spencer: The winding road from undergraduate to PhD
Kick-starting your career in conservation can be difficult. Join Katie as she shares her journey 
from undergraduate to PhD, and discuss the work she does now as a Chester Zoo scholar and 
conservation scientist conducting research in Borneo."

Hedgehog Watch: A citizen science project
Join Olivia Maidment, Chester Zoo's volunteer administrator as she tells you all about the 
amazing citizen science project "Hedgehog watch". Find out more about our spikey friends and 
the importance of gathering data about Hedgehogs from all around Chester.

Presentations
Saturday 12 November

Changing the World From Your Bedroom: How to Create an Impactful Online Presence
Jack Baker (Creator of ‘Pangolin: The Conservation Podcast’ & Top 50 Zoo & Aquarium 
Influencer) will share how he created a global podcast series, explain why it is important to share 
your story online, and provide advice on how you can create impactful online content that will get 
you noticed!

YCA Wales - Youth activism: what is it & why is it important?
The Youth Climate Ambassadors for Wales are a youth led group of 13-25 year olds, who aim for 
accessible climate action and work to empower youth voice. They will be speaking on how to 
take part in youth activism, why it is so crucial in the fight for climate action and some of their 
work so far!

Transform our World Youth Ambassadors
Join the Transform our World Youth ambassadors and find out more about the work they do 
tackling the climate and biodiversity crisis head on.



Detailed Programme
Presentations
Saturday 12 November

Kickstarting Conservation: Chester Zoo and the Nature Recovery Corridor
Join Chester Zoo's Community Engagement trainees and find out more about the incredible work 
they have been apart of with Chester Zoo's Nature Recovery corridor, working with communities 
to create wildlife friendly habitats and empowering them to be a voice for change.

How can we speak truth to power?
Age doesn't need to dictate your ability to demand change. Young people hold an immense 
amount of power to impact politics on a local, national and international level; but how do we best 
utilise this power? Join Emma Greenwood who will share her experience and nuggets of 
knowledge gained during my time as a Young Member of Parliament, as well as some of the key 
things you can do to speak truth to power - at any age. 

Stella Orin - Teach the Future
Fresh from speaking at the recent party conferences, join Stella and find out more about the work 
of Teach the Future; an inclusive, well organised and persistent campaign by secondary and 
tertiary education students to greatly improve education on the climate emergency and ecological 
crisis in the UK.

Keynote Panel Discussions
Friday 11 November - 3.30-4.15

Careers in Conservation Panel
Join a variety of our speakers from across the fields of wildlife conservation and sustainability as 
they share their stories, experiences and provide advice for young people interested in a career 
in conservation. Speaking on the panel will be Jasmine Qureshi, Katie Macfarlane and Chelsie 
Jones.

Saturday 12 November - 3.30-4.15

Youth Governance in Conservation Panel
Join a variety of our speakers from across the fields of wildlife conservation and sustainability as 
they share their stories, experiences and discuss youth governance across the conservation 
world, challenges they've faced and how to get people engaged. Speakers on the panel will be 
Shenona Mitra, Robert Comley.



Promotion
To help us promote the Youth Symposium and celebrate all those involved please share your 

experiences.

Twitter

The event’s official hashtag is #CZYouth

Be sure to follow us at @chesterzoo @LearnatCZ @scienceatCZ

LinkedIn

The event’s official hashtag is #CZYouth

Be sure to follow us at @ConservationandScienceatChesterZoo

Instagram

The event’s official hashtag is #CZYouth 

Be sure to follow us at @chesterzoo

Please get in touch if you have any more questions and we’ll see you on 11 and 12 November.

Forget Me Not
Finding the forgotten species of 
climate-change Britain

Join Sophie Pavelle on a low-carbon journey 
around Britain in search of ten animals and 
habitats threatened by climate change in the 
21st century

Forget-me-not – a beautiful flower and a plea 
from our islands' wildlife. When climate 
change has driven dozens of our most 
charismatic species to extinction, will they be 
forgotten?

Like many of her generation, Sophie Pavelle 
is determined to demand action on climate 
change. In her hilarious and thought-
provoking first book, she describes the trips 
she took to see ten rare native species: 
species that could disappear by 2050 and be 
forgotten by the end of the century if their 
habitats continue to decline.
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